Bob Regnerus – Co-Founder of Feedstories
I (Bob Regnerus) am the Co-Founder of Feedstories and the
Feedmercial – an extremely powerful way for mission-focused
businesses and remarkable people (entrepreneurs; medical
professionals; finance experts; and world-changers) to become the
most recognizable people in their space. Since 1998, I have been
successfully helping my clients achieve more Impact, Reach,
Traffic, and Sales through Digital Media and Story Telling. I have
developed specific strategies to maximize my client’s impact in
their marketplace even as new media comes online and tactics have
evolved.
I bring 19 years of Digital Marketing Experience to every client relationship. I've served
hundreds of clients personally in that time frame. I've spoken all over the country, hosted a
radio show on AM560-WIND, written 4 books, and trained tens of thousands. 99% of my
clients come to me via referral or after seeing one of my presentations.
Here's What I Value:
• Simplicity - no need to make things complicated
• Tracking marketing results with a Dashboard the easily tells you what's working
• Missional businesses that serve a purpose and have a story to tell
• Creating a story and a path for new customers to follow into your business
• Developing long term relationships with clients. We’re not just not an "agency". We
work with the owner and the marketing assistant directly. We talk frequently. Clients
have our wireless numbers. We talk about Marketing, of course, but also about things
that you can't talk about with your staff, spouse, or friends like the ups and downs of
running a business, dealing with difficult choices, and even personal life situations.
Simply we become a confidant.
Video is the present and future of Marketing. YouTube is a bedrock of the internet, and now
Facebook admits they are a video-dependent company. Video is THE to get the most attention.
Feedstories.com delivers a simple solution to a major problem for professionals – telling their
story effectively on video. We produce high-quality video for clients that get more attention,
recognition, and flow into their business.
Clients find success online by doing VIDEOS over a structured period of time:
1) Promoting videos that capture the attention of your prospects in 10-30 seconds
2) Identifying one or two specific problems your customers have that you can solve
3) Conveying your unique capability to solve that problem
4) Showing happy customers to your prospects who's problems have been resolved
5) Demonstrating the process/product and answering common questions
6) Making an irresistible offer with a solid guarantee
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I’ve had the opportunity to work with a number of remarkable individuals and
companies over the years. Big named companies like Transunion, Miracle-Ear, Ali
Brown, Dan Kennedy, Bill Glazer, Golf Academy of America, Weiss Research,
HealthSource, and Dartmouth University. There are hundreds more I’ve worked with
in some capacity to help grow their businesses. I’d love to share success stories and
case studies from some of my agency and coaching clients here.
Like many entrepreneurs, I’ve had my share of success, but also my share of failures.
The journey of an entrepreneur travels a twisted and winding path. I’m proud to share
I’m in the 2nd half of my journey and have learned a great deal in times of success and
times of desperation. Like many, I’ve suffered the effects of stress and overwhelm, and
thankfully I’ve gotten back on my feet time after time a lot wiser and more humble. I
openly share these experiences with my clients. I think it’s refreshing to work with
people that are honest about their own failures and desire for growth.
Most importantly, in my
personal life, I’m a
husband to my high
school sweetheart and a
dad to 2 amazing
daughters. I love
working from my home
office so I can see them
out the door and great
them when they get
home each day. I am
proud to be a youth
basketball coach
working with boys and
girls from 6 to 18 for the
last 30 years. I am a
passionate Chicago
Blackhawks and White Sox fan. I love sports and competing, and am not ashamed to
admit that I ride the highs and lows of winning and losing along with my teams.

Thank you for taking the time to learn about me. You can contact me
at 877-349-2615 for speaking opportunities or media inquiries. Find
more about my services at http://www.BobRegnerus.com.
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Background
My career started in technology, developing software solutions for large companies like
Amoco Corporation, Hewitt Associates, and TransUnion.
In 1998 I began developing e-commerce solutions and getting leads for companies
moving their product catalogs online. I helped clients sell sporting goods, vitamins &
supplements, concrete mixes, baby products, books, tapes, and more using my
software and strategy.
In 2001 I developed and marketed affiliate management software to help companies
recruit and manage sales from partners online. This was my first foray into selling my
own Big Ticket product online and working with clients selling millions of dollars in
product each year.
From 2002-2005 I studied Pay Per Click advertising and began partnering with
companies in diverse markets to send them leads and traffic. In 2006 I began
developing and licensing online marketing systems for dentists, home inspectors,
restaurant owners, chiropractors, higher education, CPAs, martial arts studios, and real
estate investors. In 2007 I started a full service online marketing agency offering
custom-built websites, search engine optimization, pay-per-click management, and
market research to coaches, professionals, information marketers, mid-sized
businesses, and large corporations.
With what I learned over a decade working on my own projects and with highly
successful clients, I documented and created the Big Ticket eCommerce® System, a 4step process that helps businesses with complicated, high-priced products and services
increase their sales using the internet. Utilizing this system, I have created thousands of
websites, attracted more than 45 million website visitors and generated over 3.2 million
leads for clients in more than 72 markets.
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Taking these experiences, I authored my first self-published book,
Big Ticket eCommerce®, which reveals how to sell high-priced
products and services using the internet. The book is targeted to
companies whose products and services aren’t easily purchased
using the basic point-and-click method typically done online. This
book provided me an opportunity to connect with many more
successful individuals and secure dozens of new clients. It got me
on stage all over the country speaking about my methodology.
This allowed me to grow my marketing practice to 6 employees, 12
contractors, and 7-figures in sales.
Piggy-backing the success of my first book, I
was invited to co-author The Official Get
Rich Guide to Information Marketing on the
Internet, (Entrepreneur Press, August 2008),
with Robert Skrob, a user-friendly handbook
for information marketing success online. I
also contributed to Start Your Own
Information Marketing Business:
Entrepreneur's Startup (Entrepreneur Press, May 2008), a how-to
collection for creating your own information marketing business.
Enjoying the experience and knowledge I gained self-publishing
my own book and working on two other books, I founded
MyBookDone.com, a premium service for remarkable individuals
helping them become authors through a Interview-To-Book or
Presentation-To-Book process that takes the burden of writing off
the author’s shoulders and helps them get a professionally done,
self-published book in as little as 90 days.
In 2013, I authored and self-published, The Best Business Card on
the Planet, to help inspire more remarkable individuals to author
their book. Inside this book I reveal why a book is the best business
card on the planet and how being an expert gives you an unfair advantage over
everyone else in your market. It also talks about how self-publishing your book is best
strategy and exactly how you can get it done in 3-9 months.
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In 2011 I launched a radio show with Mark Imperial on
AM560-WIND in Chicago called, The Game Changers
Radio Show, a highly entertaining radio program that
interviews CEOs, business celebrities, and other leaders
every week.
On our show we’ve featured many interesting and
powerful people in the world of business: Perry Marshall
(Author: The Definitive Guide To Google Adwords), Loral
Langemeir (National Speaker), Bill Cartwright (5 Time
Champion Center of the Chicago Bulls), Marc Malnati (Owner of Lou Malnatis Pizza),
Steve Olsher (Author: Internet Prophets, Ian Miller (Author: Rocket Branding), Melanie
Benson Strick (Wealth and Performance Coach), Russell Brunson (Renown Marketer),
Ari Galper (Sales Expert), Lorrie Morgan-Ferraro (Talented Copywriter), David Frey
(Respected Marketer), Mike Gordon (President Chicago Wolves), Brian Taylor (CEO
Kernel Seasons), and Michelle Garcia (Food Network). We also formed partnerships
with highly visible brands: T-Mobile, Regus, Illinois Small Business Development
Council, Junior Achievement, and the SBA.

Thank you for taking the time to learn about me. You can contact me
at 877-561-1633 for speaking opportunities or media inquiries. Find
more about my services at FeedStories.com and BobRegnerus.com
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